
From: M 

Sent: I-'M 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SIERRA CLUB 

Founded in 1892 

Dear Commissioner Mroz and Commission Members, 

Ocean County Group 
P. O. BOX 4520 
BRICK. N.J. OR732 

As the Conservation and Vice-Chair of the Siena Club, Ocean County Group, I submit the following 
comments in regards to thc update of the New Jersey Energy Master Plan of2011: 

Climate Change/worldwide and domestic: 
For years people have doubted "Global Warming" and/or "Climate Change" is real, but one can stop 

wondering. New research evidence shows May 2015 has been the hottest month on record! And July is not far 
behind. NASA as well as NOAH have evidence that sea level rise is happening faster than previously predicted 
as temperatures increase; at 3.6 degrees F (a number expected to exceed) sea levels will rise 20 feet! Higher sea 
level means coastal f100ding will increase; a rise ollIoot can erode beaches up 10 300jeet, and a rise oI3fcet 
tt'l?1 put 7,000 square miles olthe Us. shoreline under water! 

There is no question that the warming of the planet is caused by burning fossil fuels such as coal, gas 
and oil for hundreds of years. It must be emphasized though that these f(Jssil fuels are finite reserves of the 
planet. Coal deposits built up over thousands of years, as well as gas and oil. This is not just a New Jersey 
problem, but a national and even worldwide dilemma. 
An estimated 400,000 people demonstrated in New York City in September 2014, and more around the world, 
to make policy makers understand: 717e World needs ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES." Even the President 
of the Philippines demanded after Typhoon Haiyan which devastated his islands, that the world stops burning 
fossil fuels! And that follows the plea by his Eminence Pope Francis. 

II Alternative Energy Sources: 
A - Solar Installations: 

One alternative to fossil fuels are solar installations; they can now be f()lInd on people's homes, in 
back yards, on fonner brown fields as well as landfills, and over parking areas at shopping malls, college 
campuses, etc. The cost of solar tields have come down and have become very popular with the population, 
bringing cleaner air, less human illnesses like asthma, extreme weather events on inti'astructure or insurance as 
well as the impact of changing climate patterns on timber assets. 

B Wind Energy: 



are 
reasons:. 

as businesses and years ago. 
Windmills are on land and the seas and producing energy to unexpected 
are also decommissioning nuclear plants since mining for atomic/nuclear product IS 

t()r the environment and the workt()rce. 

C ~ Geothermal Energv and Seawater/Ocean Movement: 
There are other various methods t()Und in other parts of the planet that can be incorporated in a 

meaningful way to enhance the energy problem of the world and especially l\ew Jcrsey. 

In closing I reiterate: CLIMATE CHANGE is real and we need ALTERNATIVE ENERGY! The EMP 
must support and expand clean cncrgv as well as public transportation to reduce air pollution and our reliance 
on t()ssil fuels. Energy efficiency is the most cost effective way to reduce greenhouse gases and bring energy 
costs down. 

We thank you in advance for doing the right thing and reducing our use of t()ssi I fuels and increasing our 
alternative energy sources. 

(signed) 

Sincerely. 

Margit Meissner-Jackson 
Conservation/Vice-Chair 

Sierra Club Ocean County Group 
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omments on the NJ Energy Master Plan 

My comments f()cus on three main areas: 

I. Building and retrofitting our houses and our commercial buildings to a group of standards 
called the German Passive House Standards, which could meet your overarching goal of 
driving dmvn the cost of energy for all customers, as well as your goal of rewarding energy 
efficiency and energy conservation and reducing peak demand. 

2. Driving down the cost of energy tor all customers by doing a full-cost accounting in the 
Energy Master Plan, which includes both market cost and the eost of externalities. 

3. Specific recommendations tor each of the above. 

1. German Passive House Standards 

Your number one overarching goal is to drive down the cost of energy ft)!, all customers, and your 
number three goal is to reward energy efficiency and energy conservation and reduce peak demand. 
We can achieve both of those goals very cost-effectively by building and retrotitting our houses and 
our commercial buildings to a group of standards called the German Passive House Standards. 
Houses built to the German Passive House standards are incredibly energy efficient, saving 75-90% 
of the energy needed in a conventional building. That's signitieantly better than even LEED 
Platinum. That meets your goal #3. By implementing these standards, we can likewise drive down 
the customer's utility bills by 75-90%, because the will be using that much less energy. That meets 
your goal #1. 

The German passive house standard is the fastest growing energy perfom1ance standard in the 
world. Over 30,000 buildings, both regular homes and commercial buildings built to this standard 
have been completed all over the world, and it's becoming very popular in NYC in Philadelphia, 
and other places in the U.S. 

NYC Mayor Bill De Blasio specitically calls out the Passive House Standard as a pathway to 
NYC's aggressive 80% C02 emissions reduction by 2050 in the "One City: Build to Last" plan. 
(Souree:http://ww\v.nye.gov/html/builttolastlasse1s/downloads/pdtiOneCity.pdt) 

The German Passive House standard was developed in Germany and Sweden in the 1990's It is so 
energy efficient that many passive houses have only a small electric space heater as their only 
souree of heat. Even in the winter, otten no heat is needed at all, just human body heat and the 
sunlight eoming in through the windows is sufficient to keep the house comfortable. The passive 
house standard's strength lies in the simplicity of its approaeh; basically you build a house that is 
super-insulated, \"ith an active ventilation system that recovers the heat of the exhaust. Details can 
be found at the US Passive House Institute Website, http://www.phius.org. 
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heating and 
building \vere 

German passive EnerPHit standard, it would 
our energy conservation targets by 2050. 

Implementing the Passive House Standard in New Jersey will create thousands oflocal jobs. 
According to a study done in Canada from 2002-2012, every $1 million imested In energy 
effIciency programs can create 57 job ycars. (Source: 

Thus, in order to drive down the cost of energy to consumers, to meet our energy conservation goals 
and to reduce peak demand, I have the tc)llowing recommendations: 

a) Include the German Passive House and EnerPHit standards in the EMP as imp0l1ant, and highly 
recommended ways to conserve energy in NJ. 

b) Reward energy efficiency by recommending in the EMP that these standards he included in the 
NJ Clean Energy Program, and 

c) Include a recommendation in the EMP that the Passive House Standard should he an alternate 
energy code compliance path to streamline the huilding permitting proccss. This incentivizes 
dcvelopers and home huilders hy eliminating long wait times for huilding pcrmits. Time is money 
in construction. 

I also agree with the comments and recommendations that passive house expc11 Shawn Torhcl1 
presented at the Aug. 13,2015 BPU EMP hearings in Trenton. He is a LEED Accrcditcd 
Professional, Ccrtificd Passive House Designer (CPHD), CSI, and Board Memhcr of New York 
Passive House. 
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2 Full-cost Accounting in the EMP 

into account. 

Here's a personal of one of the many negative externalities ofhurning fuels: I happen 

to have asthma, and son has asthma. I pay quite of bit money tor our asthma medications. 

Every time coal is hurned that makes the air quality worse and increases our health care costs. not 

just tor me but all the people 111 New Jersey who suffer from respiratory diseases. It also increases 

the insurance premiums for everyone in New Jcrsey. That's just one example of the many 

externalities. 

We need to include estimates of the negative externalities in the Energy Master Plan. and those 
externalities need to he fully considered in a full-cost accounting when making a decision about 

which fonus of energy NJ will support and promote. 

Estimates of the externalities of emitting carhon pollution vary quite a hit. depending on what 

assumptions are made, and what they include in their calculations. The EPA currently uses a price 

of $40 per metric ton f()r the externalities of earhon pollution to infonu its polieymaking. However, 

many scientists and economists think this number is way too low; that it doesn't fully reflect the 

latest scientific research. 

Lord Stem and Simon Dietz of the London School of Economics calculated a price ofS 1 03 per ton 

of carbon pollution. A research paper by Cambridge economist Chris Hope calculated a price of 

$106 per ton. A 2015 research paper by Kenneth Judd from Stanf()rd Lniversity and others 

concluded that the extcrnal cost could be as high as $220 per ton. 

http://www.carbonbrieforg/b log/20 I 5/031 cost -of.-carbon-should-be-200-higher-today. -say

economists) 

So the Energy Master Plan. should include a table for each type of energy, including coal, oil, 

natural gas, nuclear. onshore and offshore wind and solar. listing the externalities for each type of 

energy. It should include a range of estimates of the externalities of each type of energy. from a low 
of $40 per ton to a high of $220 per ton. 

When you take those externalities into account, it significantly affects the assessment of which 

torms of energy have the lowest levelized cost, in other words the cost spread out over the useful 

life of the system. When you do a full cost accounting, adding in all the externalities, then energy 

efficiency and conservation measures become much more cost-competitive because they not only 

save energy, but also reduce the amount of carbon pollution. CoaL on the other hand. becomes 

much less cost-competitive. (Source: ~~~_~ ~=~~,=~~~-"="'-",,,,,~-,,,-,C~~~,~=._ 
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account the 

I agree with the rccommcndations ofJeffTittel. Director of the NJ Sierra Club and Doug O'Malley 
of Environment Ne\v Jersey, \vho testified at the Aug. 11, 13, and 17 2() 15 BPC hearings. Their 
recommendations be included in the EMP. 

I also agree with the recommendation of Professor Ron Hutchison of Richard Stockton College who 
testified at the Aug. 72015 BPU hearings. He said the NJ should use the 2015 New York State 
Energy Plan (http:!energyplan.ny.gov/PlansI2015) as a model to improve the NJ Energy Master 
Plan. The New York State Energy Plan is far more comprehensive and lays out ambitious, yet 
achievable goals. 
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3 Recommendations 

the 

3) Include a recommendation the EMP that the Passive House Standards 
energy code compliance to streamline the building permitting process. 

be an alternate 

4) Include in the EMP a full-cost accounting of the various types of energy. including coal, oiL 
natural gas, nuclear. vvind and solar, and various types of energy conservation measures, Include a 
range of estimates the externalities and social costs. 

5) Include a table of the various types of energy and energy conservation with the levelized market 
costs of each, along various estimates of the externalities, from $40 to Sl10 per metric ton of carbon 
pollution. 

6) Make recommendations in the Energy Master Plan about which types of energy and energy 
conservation to support based on not just on market price but based on full-cost accounting, 
including the total of externalities, social costs, and market costs. 

7) Include into the EMP the recommendations of Jeff Tittel of the Siena Club and Doug O'Malley 
of Environment Nevv Jersey at the Aug. 11, 13, and 17,2015 BPU hearings. 

8) Use the 2015 NY State Energy Plan '~cL~ .. '::::':.'.~.:c.;:;~=.:~'-'=c:..:....-'-== 
the NJ Energy Master Plan. 

Summary: 

as a model to improve 

In order to drive down the cost of energy to consumers, to meet our energy conservation goals and 
to reduce peak demand, include the German Passive House and EnerPHit standards in the EMP as 
important, and highly recommended ways to conserve energy in NJ. 

When the EMP talks about driving down the cost of energy for all customers, we need to make sure 
that estimates of all the costs of various fonTIs of Energy are included in the EMP. hoth the market 
costs and the externalities, by doing a full-cost accounting and evaluating each recommendation 
from the perspective of full-cost accounting. 

If you would like more info ahout any of this, please e-mail me. 

By Klaus Rittenbach 
Retired Engineer, BSE Degree from Princeton University 
Resident ofNJ for more than 50 years 
Memher of Climate Action New Jersey 
Memher of Citizens Climate Lobby 
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from: 
Sent: 
To: 
SUbject: 

it concern. 

I am writing in to express concern with the proposed KDC solar power plant on Country Club Road in 
Bedminster. This plant is being built on protected farmland and will bring no benefit or value to the citizens 
living in Bedminster, the will be generated fC)J' a private company. Please stop this measure, the costs 
outweigh the benefits by tenttJld. 

Thank you, 

Stephan Cizmar 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

on of 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, 11m writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Bush 
", 

long Valley, NJ 07853-3063 --
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• 
From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23,2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

behalf 
> 

Sunday, 2015 8:49 AM 
EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

_jon granziel 

I 
Newark, NJ 07106-3136 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

> on of 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Books 

Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1126 -
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

behalf of JD 

EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, "m writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

JD Dallam 

Hoboken, NJ 07030-6315 --
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from: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

of Conservation Voters > behalf of Ann 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

This is wrong for the world, country, and state! We must move to truly renewable energy, not one that destroys more 
natural resources such as our water, air, and soil. 

Sincerely, 

,Agn KelJd;: -I 

Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-3456 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

New Jersey League of Conservation Voters < 

Robert Bakelaar 
Sunday, 
EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

> on behalf of 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Robert Bakelaar .-_. 
Mahwah, NJ 07430-2931 

• 
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ea 
From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

Voters behalf of 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Cathy D~ndiego 

---West Milford, NJ 07480-4019 
m 
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Z 
From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

> on behalf of 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

bonnie kissel 

Fort Lee, NJ 07024-6743 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23,2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

< on behalf of Brad 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Brad Mitchell 

Linden, NJ 07036-2131 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

behalf 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Gilbert 

Highland Park, NJ 08904 - • 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23,2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

on behalf of 

EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Chrystal Schivell 

Princeton, NJ 08540-3608 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

on behalf of frank 

EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

frank armocida 

Frenchtown, NJ 08825-1006 

...... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

Voters < on behalf of Julie 

EMPupdate 
Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Julie Garber 

Landing, NJ 07850-0326 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 23,2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

behalf of 

Energy Master Plan comment 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Poinier 

A1ienhurst, NJ 07712-5281 
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CHR1S CHRISTIE 
Governor 

KIM GUADAGNO 
Lt. Governor 

Via Hand Deliverv 
Irene Kim Asbury, Secretary 

State of New Jersey 
DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL 

140 EAST FRom STREET, 4TH FL 
P.O. Box 003 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08625 

August 24,2015 

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities 
44 South Clinton A venue, 9th Floor 
Post Office Box 350 
Trenton NJ 08625-0350 

Re: 2015 New Jersey Energy Master Plan Update 

Dear Secretary Asbury: 

STEFANlE A. BRAND 
Director 

Enclosed for filing please find an original and ten copies of the Division of 
Rate Counsel's Comments in the above matter. These comments are being 
submitted pursuant to the Board of Public Utilities' Notice dated July 22, 2015. 
These comments will also be circulated electronically to the email list server 
(EMPupdate@bpu.state.nj.us) used by the Board for this filing. 

We have also enclosed one additional copy of the materhtls transmitted. 
Please stamp and date the copy as "filed" and return to our courier. Thank you for 
your consideration and attention to this matter. 

Respectfully submitted, 

STEF ANIE A. BRAND 
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL 

By: LIJIJUdJ 
Sarah H. Steindel 
Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel 

c: Service List (via electronic e-mail distribution list) 

Tel: (609) 984· 1460 • Fax: (609) 292-2923 • Fax: (609) 292-2954 
j1ttD:/lwww.nLgoy/rpa E-Mail: njratepayer@rpastate.ni.us 

New Jersey Is An Equal Opportunity Employer • Printed on Recycled Paper and Recyclable 



OF RATE COUNSEL COMMENTS 
MASTER UPDATE 

AUGUST 

Rate Counsel ("Rate is pleased so comments In 

response to by the Board Public ("BPU") on 2015 

concerning an update (the "2015 EMP Update") of the 2011 Energy Master Plan (,,2011 EMP"). 

These comments II focus first on the process for updating the Energy Master Plan. Then. as 

requested in the these comments will address the State's progress toward the 2011 EMP 

goals and recommendations, and emerging issues since 2011. 

I. Process for Updating Energy Master Plan 

Initially, Rate Counsel wishes to comment on the statutorily-mandated process for 

updating an Energy Master Plan ("EMP"). The governing statute. NJ.S.A. 52:27F-14. requires 

that members of the public be afforded an opportunity to comment on the actual updated plan 

when it is completed. Subsection (c) of that statute requires the Energy Master Plan Committee 

("Committee"). "[ u]pon preparation of [the initial] master plan, and each revision thereof," to 

"cause copies thereof to be printed," distribute copies to the Governor and the legislature. and 

advertise "the availability of such draft plan from the offices of the [C]omittee" in a manner that 

will "reach the greatest possible number of citizens of New Jersey ... " NJ .S.A. 52:27F-14( c). 

Thereafter, members of the public arc required to be afforded the opportunity to comment upon 

"the overall content of the plan .... " N.J .S.A. 52:27F-14( c)( I ). 

The Notice issued by BPU's Secretary July 22, 2015 is not a draft EM P update, but 

rather only a Notice soliciting public comments in preparation for the Committee to develop a 

the actual update. The Notice does not disclose the "overall content of the plan" the Committee 

proposes to develop. It is only a request for comment on the existing 2011 EMP and a "bullet 



parties to 

no proposed findings, 

support, oppose, or for 

improving. An opportunity for comment is not meaningful unless the agency provides notice of 

the specific under consideration. Sec, In the Matter of the Provision of Basic Generation 

Service for the Period Beginning June L 200~. 205 N.J. 339, 35~-61 (20 II ). The July 22,2015 

Notice does not accomplish this. It states that the 20 I I EMP is being updated, but docs not 

specify what updates arc being proposed. 

In addition. Rate Counsel notes that in the past EMP Updates have included data showing 

the State's progress toward the goals established in the preceding EMP update. Without access to 

the data that provides the basis for proposed updates, it is difficult to comment at a level of detail 

that would be most helpful to the update process. 

II. Progress Toward 2011 E:\1P Goals and Recommendations 

A. Driving down energy costs for all consumers 

Rate Counsel takes issue with the statement in the Notice that New Jersey "has fallen 

from a high energy cost state to a range that falls within the national average for total energy 

costs (electricity, natural gas, fucl oil and gasoline)." The Notice neither provides the basis for 

this conclusion nor specifics the sources of the underlying data. It is clear. however. that New 

Jersey has high electricity costs. In 20 II, at the time of the last EMP. New Jersey was reported 

by the United States Energy Information Administration ("EIA") as having the seventh highest 

electricity rates for all sectors, with rates 44 percent above the national average and 34 percent 

above the rates reported for the other mid-Atlantic states. For residential customers, New 



As 

all sectors, customers. I 

declined, this I not because electricity prices have declined, but other states have 

surpassed Ne\\ with higher prices. New Jersey's electricity prices remain signilicantly 

higher than the national average. For customers in all sectors, New s average pnee was 

50.140 I per kilowatt-hour, 34 percent higher than the national average of 50.1 045 per kilowatt-

hour. For residential ellstomers, New Jersey's average price was $0.15~ per kilowatt-hour, 26 

percent higher than the national average of SO.125 per kilowatt-hour New Jersey's electricity 

prices for all sectors arc now 29 percent higher than they were in 2005, and residential electricity 

rates are currently 35 percent higher than they were in 2005.:: Today, an average New Jersey 

household pays 12 percent more for a comparable amount of electricity than it would have a 

decade ago, even after adjusting for inl1ation. 

Moreover. the State has recently approved a number of large programs. such as PSE&G's 

Energy Strong, that will increase prices for electricity distribution, and our regional grid 

operator, P JM, has made changes to its Reliability Pricing Model that appear likely to increase 

wholesale capacity prices. New Jersey remains, and likely will continue to be a high-cost state 

for electricity. 

New Jersey, like other states, has achieved some reduction in heating costs due to recent 

decreases in natural gas prices. Ifnatural gas prices remain low, this could help maintain stable 

i See U.S. Energy Information Administration ("EIA") report on Iherage retail price ofelectrieitJ to ultimate 
customers by end-usc sector. by state--annual average retail price of electricity for all sectors and for residential 
sector. from EJ/\ Electricity Data Browser. available at 
The other mid-;\tlantic ~tates are Delaware. Marvland. Pennsvlvania and VirQinia. 
1 - .,., '-
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important to tor arc not substantiallv . 

energy gas and gasol prices. \vhile benclicial 10 arc not a 

good indicator of success in meeting the 20 II EM P goal of driving down energy costs for all 

consumers. 

B. :\1aintaining support for renewable energy portfolio standards 

1. Introduction 

New Jersey has made great strides III the development of renewable energy. and in 

particular, solar energy. :However, as noted in the 2011 EMP, the length of those strides needs to 

be tempered with some measure of cost-etfectiveness that strikes a "sensible balance'" with 

"economic and political realities:'''! The 20 II EMP also emphasized that future renewable energy 

initiatives and programs be measured against a "rigorous testing of net econom ic benefIts to New 

Jersey." 5 

Rate Counsel strongly supports these big picture goals in the development of the 

renewable energy component of the 2015 EMP Update. Mueh of the success of New Jersey's 

solar energy development ean be attributed to the financial support provided by New Jersey 

ratepayers. In addition. a number of favorable market conditions have made solar installations 

considerably more affordable than was imaginable when the state embarked on setting a 

leadership path for solar energy almost a decade ago. 

Rate Counsel recommends that the 2015 EMP Update continue to move away from 

financial support from ratepayers and toward an industry guided by competitive market forces. 

1 2011 E'vIP. p. 5. 
4 2011 EMP. p. 4. 
'201] EMP, p. 
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premises. 

The first is that the New solar market has been supported almost entirely 

by ratepayers. of \vhich have not Il1stalled solar systems on their homes. businesses. 

or industries. NevI, Jersey ratepayers should not be required to continue to: (a) financially 

supp0l1 New Jersey's solar industry and; (b) insulate the New Jersey solar industry from the risk 

and challenges associated with operating in competitive energy markets. It is time to stop asking 

New Jersey ratepayers to step in whenever the industry senses a tluetuation in market conditions 

that may only marginally ehallenge its profitability. At some point, the solar energy industry, 

like any other aspect of the energy business, needs to stand on its own two feet. Rate Counsel 

recommends that the 2015 EM P Update start the process of asking the industry to assume more 

responsibility for its own development by refraining to adopt any new solar energy initiatives. 

and by continuing to evaluate existing and future programs on the net economic benefits they are 

anticipated to create 1c)r New Jersey ratepayers. 

The second premise is that there is no need for any new level of financial. regulatory. and 

contractual support for the New Jersey solar industry. Current market data indicates that New 

Jersey's solar energy markets are attractive to both solar system purchasers and investors. There 

is no need to "double down" on a new set of solar policies, preferences, or set-asides designed to 

ereate a solar energy market solution "in search of a potential problem." The remaining sections 

elaborate on both of these premises. 
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renewable all sales 

BPU expanded upon EDECA's renewable energy commitment an explicit 

solar set-aside, was one of the lirst of its kind m the United States. thereafter, in 

2006, the BPU the solar set-aside, requiring 2.1 percent of the state's electricity salcs 

to come from solar energy by 2021. h Again, this was an ambitious cndea\oL especially whcn 

comparcd to othcr statcs with commitments to rcncwable energy. Ncw Jcrscy's policy 

commitmcnts to solar cncrgy, howcvcr, did not stop with dcfining a solar requircmcnt. Ovcr the 

next scveral years, the BPU, as well as the Assembly, continued to modify New Jcrsey's solar 

commitments in response to solar industry concerns about market conditions and the regulatory 

uncertainty that purportedly existcd in the state's solar energy policies during this time. Figure I 

shows a timelinc of solar policy commitmcnts put upon ratepaycrs since thc EDECA in 1999. 

1999 £:. 23. ~cc. 3X(d). 
35 N.1.R. 4445(<1) and 36 

~ 37 N.1.R. 3911(a) and 3X 
2053(b) 
2176(a) 
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In 20 10, Nc\v Jersey enacted the Solar Energy Advancement and Fair Competition Act, 

and once again, increased New Jersey's solar energy set-aside.'! The Act also changed the set-

aside requirement from a percent of sales bascd approach, to a fixed level of solar generation. 

The rationale for this change was that percentage-based goals created too much unccrtainty for 

solar developers and investors. The variability inherent in a percentagc-based goal was thought 

to create a significant degree of market uncertainty that, if not removed. would result in solar 

installation shortt~dls and increased solar energy costs that would have to be paid through higher 

solar alternati\e compliance payments CSACP·'). 

The 20 I 0 change in the solar set-aside was an important shift in New .Jersey energy 

policy as well as in the risk placed upon ratepayers for future solar energy purchases. The 

original perccnt-of-sales based methodology lIlcorporated a degree 01 ratepayer t~lirness since it 

L 2009. ~ 2X9 
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scope or ability to pay. 

Less years later, there was another significant change in state's solar set-

The Act of 2012 10 included provisions that shifted evcn morc solar market 

development onto ratepaycrs. Whilc method under which thc solar set-aside \-vas 

determined was changed back to its original "percent of sales" based approach, the speed at 

which the solar RPS was to be implemented was increased significantly, accelerating the 

mandated percentages of solar energy that ratepayers would bc required to purchase between 

2014 and 2023 II 

These increased solar requirement percentages, which are highlighted in Figure 2. were not 

triviaL The accelerated solar set-aside requirements for 2015 through 2019. lI1creased by as 

much as one million megawatt-hours per year. For 2015, the accelerated solar set-aside doubled 

ratepayer solar obligations. Rate Counsel estimates that the escalation of the solar RPS has 

increased ratepayer costs to an estimated potential of S2.5 billion (net present value) in upfront 

costs that hopefully. will result in later term cost savings in the outlying years in which the solar 

energy requirement is reduced. This underscores the risk-shifting nature of this policy. since 

ratepayers arc not guaranteed to receive savings in later years, whereas they almost certainly will 

have to pay significantly more than originally anticipated in the ncar term. 

10 2012. h 24. 
II 
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In addition. the BPU has taken a number of policy actions, and approved a number of 

individual utility plans, designed to support solar energy development. all of vvhich have been 

backstopped by ratepaycrs. In 2007, the BPU changed the method by which it supported solar 

energy development from one that emphasized solar installation rebates. funded through New 

Jersey's Clean Energy Plan (and Societal Benefit Charge funds), to one relying more heavily 

upon market forces and the use of solar rel1l'wable energy certificates (or "SRECs").I~ While 

this shift in policy appears to have been warranted, and has and will continue to have longer run 

benefits relative to the rebate-based status quo. it has not come without a cost. Reported SREC 

prices, for instance, leapt from a weighted average of about $230 per SREC in 2007-0X to as 

much as $500 per SREC in 2009, soon after thl' BPU's market-based solar policy initiative. i' 

12 Docket E0061 007-l4. Decision and Order dated Decelllber 6.2007. 
!' New Jersey ('lean Energy Program. SREC Pricing, A \ailable at: 
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solar energy or solar in di 

• a senes loan programs" ofTcred by Public Service and Gas Company 
("PSE&G"), designed to facilitate solar development through low-mterest loans. 

• PSE&Cs 4 All" program. and a companion extension. designed to I~tcilitak the 
development of solar in more difficult 10 reach market scgments. 

• A series of ""long-term contracting" programs offered by Atlantic City Electric Company 
("ACE"). Central Power & Light Company ("JCP&L "). and Rockland Electric 
Company CRECO") that secures SREC purchases over I O-year periods to support longer 
term stability for project development. 

• A senes or programs and support mechanisms offered through the Clean Energy Program 
that, admittedly, have decreased substantially over the past few years. 

The above discussion is not intended to be critical of the BPU',; action or these programs. 

Rate Counsel has worked with the BPU and the utilities on many ofthc program design features. 

The discussion IS ofTered to underscore that ratepaycrs havc done their f~lir share in supporting 

solar encrgy on a programmatic and financial basis. Tablc I provides Rate Counsel's estimates 

of thc cumulative cost of all of these programs. based upon the best a\ailable public int'tmnation 

about these programs. On a summary basis these estimated ratepayer financial and contractual 

commitments include: 

• The estimated cumulative payment of over $950 million (in 2014 dollars) in SRECs 
that have been included in ratepayers' basic electricity service rates. 

• Over S360 million (2014 dollars) in estimated societal bene/it charges ("SBC") that 
supported the Otfice of Clean Energy's ("OCE") solar installation rebate program. 

• Another S4iW million (2014 dollars) in estimated SBC payments has provided 
financial support for other OCE New Jersey Clean Energy Program C'NJCEP") 
renewable energy programs. 

10 
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Table I: Estimated Ratepayer Solar Energy Financial Support Costs 

2005 $ 1.766,115 S 36. 111 .164 S 42,975.771 n .8. Il.a. n .R. n.a. n , ~. rL a . n. 3 . 11 .8 . S 80 853,050 
2006 2,765,807 97.140,437 98967.626 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a . n.a . n.a . n. n. 198.873.870 
2007 8.354 .815 83.674.762 89.297.502 n.a. n.a . n.a. n.a. n.a. n. a. n. a n.a . 181327 078 
2008 18.630.330 56. 722.387 62.597.272 n. 21 . n.a . n.a . n.a . n.a . n.a n.a n.a. 137.949.989 
2009 88.357.731 38.793.147 58. 128.256 n.a. n.a . n.a . $ 1.780.605 n.a . $ 485. 124 n.a. S 2. 265. 729 187. 544.864 
2010 11 8,311 ,517 30.969,979 67.674.435 $ 1,046.773 $ 5.901029 $ 55.612 8.866,531 n.n, 10.467.548 n.n. 26.337.493 243. 293.424 
2011 194.317.268 13.828,934 41 .006,766 5,616.703 14.558,019 714,003 14,499,775 n.a. 18,125,464 n.a. 53.51 3.965 302.666.932 
2012 130,206,709 4,162,792 18.563,634 8,391 ,687 18,042,377 1,879, 338 16,579,164 n.a. 38,888,178 n.a. 83,780.743 236.713.877 
201 3 108.465,510 8,270,543 17.781,914 1,852,208 16,339,824 $ 890.677 32,406,278 n.a. 77,541 ,445 186,006, 955 
2014 279.949.808 8.1 38.521 17.498,063 1.822,641 16078993 2.233.077 30.409.532 $ 8.899.474 85.080. 301 365 030109 

Total $ 951,125,611 $ 361,403,601 $ 479,211 ,262 $ 31 ,464,227 $73,781,403 $6,323,802 $ 74,144,892 $ 3,123,754 $130,782.123 $ 8,899,474 $ 328,519,675 $ 2,120,260,149 

Source: OCE RPS Compliance Ilistory Report: OCE Program Report and estimates from utility program filings. 
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111 3. New Jersey has the third highest capacity. on an 

to any other state in the United States t()llowing resource states 

Arizona. It also has th,,- highest solar energy capacity dc\clopment of any 

Figure 3: State Solar Capacity Development (2014) 
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Source: Solar Energy Industries Association. 
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New Jersey's solar energy markets havc grown considerably since the BPU's 2006 solar 

policy re-alignment. Figure 4 compares solar energy installations on both a monthly and 

cumulative basis. (her the past three years, New Jersey reports well over 500 solar installations 
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per month . (her 34.30~ so lar projects have heen insta lled since 200 7 Solar insta llations have 

inc reased at an a\ crage ratc of four percent each month since the rclease ut" the last EMf> in 

December 20 1 I . 
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Figure 4: \1onthly and Cumulative New Jersey Solar Installations 
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These trends are also reflected in the monthly and cumulative levels of solar capacity 

development. 

Figure:) provides the historic trend in New Jersey's solar capacity development showing 

that the market tends to support, on average, the installat ion of about 14.4 MWs of capacity each 

month. Cumulative solar energy capacity has grown from a level or about SAS MWs in 

December 2011. at the time of the last EMf>. to a 2014levcl ofovcr 1.500 MWs: a capacity level 

comparable to 1.5 1111ckar powcr plants. 
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Source: NJC EP Solar Installations Report, June 30. 2015. 

Furthcr. as shown in Figure 6. these solar market trends are anticipakd to continue into 

the future. Incremental installations were at an all-time high in February 2015. and have 

remained strong. These installation trends arc more than sufficient for New Jersey to continuc to 

meet future solar RPS requirements. In fact OCE anticipates solar capacity to grow another 15 

percent in just the next six months. an average monthly rate of 2.5 percent. The "high" OCE 

solar capacity I()n.?cast shown on Figure 6 anticipates a total of 1.74 gigawatts of solar energy 

capacity development by the end of 2015. a level that is 85 percent of the 2021 solar RPS 

requirement of about 2.000 megawatts. 14 

1-+ This assume~ a ~()Iar capacity factor of I X percent and 2021 total retail sales of82.!1 million i\1\Vh. 
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Ratepayer investments in solar energy arc. f()rtunately, starting to pay dividends in the 

form of both lower SREC prices and lower solar installation costs. Lower SlUT prices benefit 

the ratepayers that do not install solar equipment on their homes or buslllesses. Lower 

installation costs benefit those ratepayers making direct solar encrgy il1\cstments. LO\ver 

installation costs. in turn. help to reduce the level of financial support (i.e., SRECs) prO\ided by 

non-solar installing ratepayers. 

Figurc 7 shows the considerable decrease in SREC prices since the 20 II EMP release. 

SREC prices. at that time. were hovering around $600 per SREC and were some of the hIghest in 

the mid-Atlantic region. Today, those prices have t~lll by over half and arc at affordable kvels 

comparable to those in other mid-Atlantic states. 
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Figure 7: ~ew Jersey Weighted Anrage SREC Prices and SACP Prices 
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Contrary to some arguments, the substantial decrease in SREC prices docs not establish a 

need for ne\'. solar initiatives. First, lower S]{EC prices arc a reflection of the increased SRI-:C 

supply created by an increase in New Jersey solar installations The increase in solar 

installations, in turn, is the result of a considerable decrease in cost. The Department or Energy 

reports that system prices of residential commercial PY systems have declined six to seven 

percent per yea r, on average, from 1998 through 2013. Further. these costs tell 12 to 15 percent 

from 2012 to 2013 alone. 15 The Solar I-:nergy Industries Association, the trade association ror 

the so lar energy industry, repOlis that in just one year (2014), installed costs ror residential 

I ; Feldman. David c:l. <II. 2014 . Photo\'olwic SySklll Pricing Trends. l.·.S. Departmc:nt oj' Lnergy. Nationi.ll 
Renc:wable Energy l.aboratory. 
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support that non-participating ratcpayers m solar 

cnergy . is exactly the of outcomc cnvisioned in the Fl'viP and one 

that should to he recognized in the :::015 EMP Update. Lower SREC pnces rd1cct a 

successful outcome in the solar industry. not a negative one in search PI' a new policy initiative or 

financial subsidy. 

Lastly. the potential expiration of the federal solar tax credits at the end of 2016 should 

not serve as a cause to "double down" on new solar energy financial support programs. First the 

federal solar energy tax credit could be continued. There arc currently several proposals bdi)J'e 

Congress. and many others under discussIon. to continue this crediL which has been in place 

sincc 2005. Further. evcn if the federal solar tax credit docs expire, there is significant cvicicnce 

that suggests that this will not Icad to a collapse in Ncw Jersey's solar energy markets. As an 

example. when the BPU discontinued its 50-percent solar energy rebate in 200?<. solar 

installations did not retrench. and in fact the re-organization of the slate's solar markets at that 

time ultimately led to the expanded solar de\ clopment seen today. While the BPU did adopt a 

number of policies in the aftermath of its solar market reorganization that helped l~lCilitate later 

development (I) those initiatives were not implemented overnight: (2) many of those same 

policy initiatives are currently in place today and may mitigate any future market downturns; and 

(3) participation in the state's long-term solar contracting markets has waned considerably over 

II, Solar Indw,lril" Assol'iatioll. 201-1. Solar \I1arkl't Insight Report 04 2() 1-L ;\ \aIiablc al: 

I?< 



A factor is that installation costs have and \\ill continue to 

fall. relative rates. Quite simply. solar installation eosts to decline 

while base costs (i.e .. ratepayer bills) continue to increase. Tim makes solar 

increasingly more competitive relative to grid-provided power. The competitiveness of solar to 

grid-provided power is anticipated to only improve as solar installation costs continue to deelme. 

Market analysts expect solar system prices to continue to fall in the near futurc. bet\veen 14 and 

25 percent by the l~nd of 20 16. A number of market analysts estimate that solar energy is already 

cost-competiti\e. or is at '"grid-parity" with retail electricity rates. in at lcast I () states. J' 

Figure X replicates a chart developed by Deutsche Bank that sho\\s. by 2016. solar energy 

costs will be comparable with grid-provided power in 36 states, including New Jersey. This 

market outlook underscores the lack of need for further intervention. New Jersey can preserve 

the commitments already made, \vhile allowing market forces to drive thc ncxt scvcral years of 

solar development. 

1- RandalL Tom. 2014. \Vhile You Were Getting Worked ljp (her Oil Price~. This Just Happened to Solar." 
Bloomberg. A \ailablc at: http: www.bloombcrg.collllll.\vs.urticlcs i 2014-10-29/wl1ilc-you-wl.rl.-gl.lting-workl.Ll
up-ovcr-oi I-pricl's- thi ~-j ust -ha PPl'l1cd-to-so lar. 
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shaded bars show the anticipated cost of solar energy (assuming a conservativc 20-year Ii fespan 
for the panels) mllms average electricity prices. Positive numbers indicate thc Sa\ ings for every 
kilowatt hour of electricity. 

4. Conclusions 

As discussed above. since that time the State's electricity are among the highest in the 

Nation. and risen considerable since 2005. It is not coincidental that this OCCUlTed \vhile 

New Jersey was undertaking one of the most expansive solar energy experiments in the United 

States. While New Jersey's solar initiative are not the sole eause of the State's high electric 

pnces. their Impact has been significant. The upcoming 2015 EM» Update should take into 

account the need to reduce the energy costs of the households. business and industry to make 

New Jersey a more economic place to live and do business. The 2015 EM P Update should focus 

less on additional solar and renewable energy initiatives and more on making electricity 

atIordable for all New Jersey households. businesses. and industries. 
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conservation 

Rate continued 

and conservation 

A is whether the Slate is currently on track to mel' I the energy savlIlgs and 

peak demand goals contained III the lOll EMP. The Notice not prO\ide any data 

regarding histonc or projected energy consumption, nor docs it address the efrorts that will be 

needed to achie\C levels required to meet the 20 II EMP goals. Rate Counsel has performed 

an analysis or the goals for reduced consumption of electric energy. Based on that analysis, it 

appears that the state needs to considerably ramp up its energy efficiency and conservation 

efforts to meet the 2011 EMP goals through 2020. 

According to the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy ("ACEEE") 

Energy Efficiency Scorecard, New Jersey achIeved energy savings of only approximately 0.56 

percent of retail sales in 2013. Ix Increased 1cH:ls of energy efficiency sa\'ings should be 

achievable. According the ACEEE Scorecard. l!1 2013 twenty-five other states achieved higher 

ffi .. , '1 I 19 d energye lClency savmgs as a percentage 01 retal sa es. New Jersey nee s stronger. morl' 

effective energy crtlciency and conservation programs to meet the 20 II EM P goas through 2()20. 

The 2015 EMf> Lpdatc should include specific plans and policies to achie\ e greater energy 

efficiency sayings. Some suggested means or Improving the State's programs arc discussed 

below. 

IS ACEEE 2014 State 
I') hl 

rnicicllCY Scon:card. Appendix B. a\ailablc at 
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utditie" 

for an evaluation 0 

can "optimizc the deli\ ery of effectivc EE program~ array 

customers. -.2: initiated a proccss to examine alternative EE istrator 

structures in 2010 20 I I and requested stakeholder comments. 1100\cwr. this proccss is 

taking much longer than antiCIpated. Rate Counsel is hopeful that a single program administrator 

will be retained soon. and that this will facilitate the process of streamlining and consolidating 

the OCE's and the utilities' programs. 

As stated Jl1 prc\ious Rate Counscl's comments to the BPU, the State may wish to 

consider a statc\vide Energv EtTiciencv Utilitv ~tructure. 22 A statewidc Energv EtficIcncv Utilitv 
,-.,.' 0/ 0/ '- 0/ ..... 

structure would prmide consistency across the state and establish a single POll1t of contact for E1: 

programs. A single entity could be could be held accountable for achieving defined goals. 

If this option is not feasible for the state. it would be reasonable to allow thc utilities to 

continuc providing additional EE programs. However. the utility programs should haw no 

redundancy with NJCEP otferings. Currently. some of the State's natural gas utilities oirer 

incentives that supplement or substitute for the NJCEP offerings. Those utIlities haw not 

demonstrated the extent to 'vvhich their program offerings lead to savings beyond the le\el that 

could be reasonably assumed to result from thc NJCEP incentives alone. or that the totallcvcl or 

incentives is appropriate given the allocation of costs and benefits between the program 

2011 EMr. p. 113. 
2011 EMr. p. 1!9 
Comments of the Nc\\ Jcrscy Division of Rate COlln,c] on Transitions Withlll thekall Energy Program. BPu 

Dkc No. E007030203 (Ike 3. 2(10) 
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!le\v approaches to 

or ) 

would be ill or economically dinlcult for OeE to offer. 

FE programs al do not mcet the first criterion: most of the programs supplement 

existing NJCTP and thus arc not innovative. Some utilities offer sen Ices that OCE 

cannot, such as on-hi II financing, but most do not. 

Rate has been working with OCE and the utilities to prmide hetter analysis of 

the effectiveness the utilities' programs. and assure that the utilities are collecting and 

reporting the necessary data to the necessary analyses. The most recent b.E program appnwa]s 

allowed the utilities to continue their existing program, hut required them to collect more data. 

and to perform more evaluations, of the costs and benefits of their programs. Ratc Counsel hopes 

that these measures. together with the streamlined administration of the OCE programs. will 

allmv for more. and more effective, EE programs. Rate Counsel strongly rccommends that the 

2015 EMP update endorse the ongoing efforts to improve data collection. reporting and 

analysis, and provide l()!" more streamlined Eb program delivery with more clearly articulated. 

prescribed roles n)J" NJCEP and the utilities. 

3. Low-income program issues 

Rate Counsel also recommends that the' 2015 EMP Update prmide for more and better 

programs for low-income customers. FE measures are provided to low-income cllstomers 

through the Comfort Partners program, which IS managed by the State" s electric distribution and 

natural gas util itics on behalf of OCE. A recent evaluation of the Comfort Partners program, 

conducted by Apprise in 2014. found that the program t~tiled to achieve expected sayings. 



measures and 

or better quality over 

70 percent there were missed opportunities, the contractors dId 1101 spend up 

to the seasonal and could havc dOl1l' a more thorough job."2~ 

Thc 2() 15 E:Y1P Update should provide for are-evaluation of the State's methods 

delivering EE measures to low-income customers. While low-income programs administered by 

any entity would significant barriers to and high administrative costs of reaching and 

sening this population. it is important that the state take this opportunity to consider whether the 

current model IS the most elleetive and beneficIal one. or whether both low income customers 

and ratepayers in general might achieve more value from another arrangement 

4. lJpdated building codes and appliance standards 

The 20 I I E\1P states that "[i]ncorporaling aggressive EE reqUIrements within the New 

Jersey Uniform Construction Code (NJUCC) \vill assist in reaching our goal of reducing energy 

usc in both new and existing buildings."c' However. New Jersey lags behind other states Il1 

updating both building codes and appliance standards. 

New Jersey has not updated its residential and commercial building energy codes /()r 

almost five years. since September 2010. 2h Furthermore. as shown in hgures II and 12 below. 

14 states have more stringent residential buildll1g codes. and 20 states and the District of 

Columbia hm e more stringent commereial buIlding codes, than New Jersey's. 

201.+ 1. a\ aliahk at 

1 16 - I 17) 
httpS:i Iwww.-:l1crgycod-:s.gm ·adoption ·statcs/ncw-j-:rscy . 
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Rate understands that proposals to update New Jersey's huilding codes are under 

discussion. Rate Counsel strongly supports this effort A reeent study by the Lnit.:d States 

Department or Energy found that "[ e ]nergy cost savings for New Jersey resulting hom the stat.: 

updating its commerCIal and residential building energy codes in accordance with tederal law are 

significant. .:stimat.:d 10 be on the order ofn.:arly $195 million annually hy 203(), W.: 

recommend that the 2015 EMP Update encourage updates to the State's building codes as soon 

as possible both to support the attainment of the State's energy efficiency and cons.:rvation 
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New 

standards, I 

efficiency standard:-, III I 1 states and the Disl 

Connecticut updated its state appliance standards four 1l1leS 0\ tell 

years. The ConnectIcut standards that are currently in effect are t(Jr baltic-type water dispensers. 

commercial hot holding cabinets. hot tubs. swimming pool pumps. compact audio 

equipment, DVD and recorders, and televisions.; I New Jersey. by contrast, last adopted 

its own appliance standards in 2005. and those standards have since been supcrseded by federal 

p 
standards.' - 2011 EMP states the Staffofthe BPU and Department of Community Amlirs 

will conduct annual reviews to determine whether the federal appliance standards are sufficient. 

or v.-hether "Statc-spcci fic actions will bc necessary." and states that "1 he BPL wi II cooperate 

with the Legislature and consider adopting the higher standards as they become available. 

including the costs and benefits of such changes."" The 2015 EMP Update should provide for 

continued consideration of updated appliance standards. 

5. Bidding energy efficiency into PJ:vJ capacity markets 

Rate Counsel has repeatedly recommended that NJCEP offer it-> energy savll1gs into 

PJM's capacity markets. This issue was considered by the BPU's Utility Work Group and the 

Data Work Group. Thc updated EMP should adopt the advice of the Data vVork Group and 

mandate that OCT and the utilities bid their energy efficiency capacity into the PJ M market. 

14. 

;1 2011 EMP.p IIX. 
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D. Supporting combined beat and power 

Thc P statcs that "[tlhc Administration IS committed to dewloping 

over the next lell vears: .400 MW of an 

additional 100 \1 Ihml district energy systems."].! However, it has become clear that thc 

current installation trend fix CHP is f~lr from mecting this CHP goal in 2020. The U.S. 

Dcpartment or Combined Heat and PO\\er Installation database shO\\s that 5X.7 MW of 

ClIP capacity was installed in 20 I L 2012, and 2013. The BPU prO\ idcs a database of CliP 

applications. In 2011. 2012. and 2013. applications totaled 23.5 MW, of which 5.12 M\\, are 

from C&1. 36 Retlecting thcse low installation rates, the latest Comprehensive Resource Analysis 

draft issued by O( '\: recommended a reduced level of tlll1ding for FY I () and a "stakeholder-

driven process to re\ie\v and redesign the CHP program. while considering related t~lctors such 

as usc groups. project economics. payment structures, intcrconnection. stand-by tari ITs. 

rcsilicnce, etc 

OCE's proposed recommendations are reasonable given the large dilference between 

actual install cd Ci IP capacity and thc EMP's (lIP goal. Wc also recommend that 2015 EMP 

Update take into account the above developmcnts and considcr adjusting ib CliP target and 

providing for a process cvaluation to identi fy areas for improvements. 

;42011 EMP.p.X5. 
~ "" 

;' Officc of Clean Fncrg" 2015. ('omprchcnsivc Rcsourcc Analysis Staff Straw Proposal '\IC\\ 

Encrgy Program Funding Lc\cls F'{ 16. pp. ~o. available at 
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A. 

Irene on 

on October 

concerned about 

to \\ithstand 

necessity. W 

20 1 

critical energy infrastructure. 

. the October on October 29. 20 I 

aftermath of thesc storm events. all New 

slate of cnergy utility inllastrueture and the level 

are 

and hardening 

weather e\ents. Rate Counsel believes that reliable utility senlce is a basic 

critical scrvices. customcrs cannot live in thci homes or opcrate thcir 

busincsscs. Rate Counsel agrees with thc EMP goal ofprotccting critical cnergy inJhtstructure. 

espccially in Ihis 

It is 

age when e\ eryone relics heavily on electric and gas services. 

hmvever. that sef\lce bc provided at rcasonahle rate~. Ratepayers 

should not be required to pay for any projcct that is purported to impron: a utility's system 

without sutTiclent proof that the spending is thoughtfully planned. cost ('/Tcctl\e. and assurcd to 

have rcal impact on the robustncss of the utilities' systems and specd ofscrvice restoration after 

a major storm The lities also should not be relieved of their obligation 10 spend the money 

ratepayers already pay in rates to ensurc reliability and safe, adcquate and proper service. and 

thcy should not earn the premium return that comes with alternative rale mechanisms for capital 

projects that should have been done in the ordinary course of business. Thc 2015 EMP Update 

should recognize the need to assure that reliability improvements are accomplished with due 

regard for the utilities' obligation to providc service at reasonable rates. 
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the 

, ( weather. In December 

and the the BPU the EDCs to comply 

recommendations immediate action by the EDCs to irnprme 

communications. 

While s further revicw of the EDCs' storm preparedness \\<lS ongoing, 

Superstorm landlall in New Jersey on October 29,2012. On 2013. the 

BPU accepted the consultant's final report. whIch contained extensive recommendations 

touching upon J) preparedness efforts by the LDCs. 2) communications with customers, 

government and company personnel. 3) restoration response. and 4) posting or event 

reporting. The BPL Order included specific actions to be required to be undertaken by the EDC's 

as well as thc tllndll1e in which these actions were to be completed, 39 A subsequent Order, 

issued by the BPl) on March 20, 2013, opened a generic proceeding to support and protect New 

Jersey utilities' inrrastructure by, among other things. inviting all regulated utilities to submit 

detailed proposals I()r infrastructure upgrades tlcsigned to protect the State's utility infrastructure 

from future Major Storm Events . .to Under the umbrella of the BPU's infrastructure resiliency and 

hardening initiati\es, programs including PSE&G's S I billion Energy Strong Program have been 

1S ~-,-",,-,-,-,,,-,,-,~,~~,,-,-,-~-,,-,-~~.!.!..!.!.~-,-,,,~~"'-.,,-,-,-'-'!!C~~-,-,-,,,~. Ord<:f Ac~<:ptillg Stafr~ 
R<:quiring Electric Ll ilitlCS to Implemcnt R<:col11mcnda!ions. BPL Dkt No. EO 1109(1:'-13 I Dcc I', 20 I I I. 
"~I '-..:..:..~'-'-'-'''-''-'~'~'-'~''-C-''~-''-'-~-''''-'~''''''-~~~="'.''-!..'-'!!C~~-,-,-",~. Orller AC,!l'ptlllg ('un,ultan\', 
Additional Staff RCC(ll1ll11cndatiollS and Rcquiring llectric l;tiliti<:, to Implemcnt RC:()i1lJllcndatllllh, BPl 
EO 11090:'43 (Jan 23. 20 IJ) 
.to 

and 

and 
Dkt No. 

L;tilitv Companic:, in Rc'pollsc to \1ajor Storm E \cnts III 2011 and 2012, BPl' Dkt. "lo. ;\X 130.1() IlJ() (\1arch 
20,2(13). 
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tt:Sl current level . AC 

PSE&G wert: recent storm on June 23, 2015. ACE was the the 

June 201 and post-storm restorat optimal 

In particular. concerns tkld and customer nm1l11l1nieations 

utilities when and wireless commulllcations are affected by same storm that affects 

the utility. BPU' press rt:lease on the uti lity response to the June 23,2015 storm commented as 

follows: 

The utility sector's reliance on \\ireless communicationss particularly 
critical in weather impact outage that causes widespread infrastructurt: damage 
and requirt:s a major mutual assistance response. For a period or at least 12 hours 
after the storm's impact ACE was unahle to use its field mobik data tt:fllllJ1als t()f 

mobile dispatching of workforce and to communicate fluidly with its field crews 
and personnel. The utility needed to IT\ t:rt to radios and manual processes to 
dispatch crews and personnel: collect damage assessment information, and input 
data into its Outage Management Systt:l11. This process caused lI1C1ceuracy in the 
outage information contained on ACt's outage web pages and maps. AdditIOnally. 
mutual asslstanet: crews were l11itially hampered by the wireles..; outagt:. -II 

This serves as an additional lesson as New Jersey continues its dTorts to 

improve storm response. Utilities must keep regulators, as well as the cushmlers and 

government offici informed about the status of the storm impact and rt:storatIOI1. 

Communications with the field personnel who carry out servicc restoration arc also crucial. For 

the future, tht: Stalt: must find a way to deal \\ltl1 the fact that both landl inc and orten \vlrelc.ss 

communications may be unavailahle after se\t:re storms. This is an isslic that requires the 

-II BPU JUlle 23.201:' pres,; release entitled ·'N.J. Board \JfPublic Llilities receives PrelllllinCln on Staffs 
Review ofUtilit\ Responses to June 23rd Storm." available at: 
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and 

storm (\el11s. 

C Increasing the use of microgrid technologies and distributed energy 
applications 

Microgrid technologies and distributed energy applications could enhance reliability for 

the cllstomers and provide energy savings by eliminating or ng line losses. 

Ilowever, of these technologies would raise some ;;ignillcant operational 

and cost recm lTy ISSLIes. Distributed energy applications may result in both lost sales and a need 

for investments accommodate distributed generation facilities. A large microgrid sen ing 

multiple customers could have very significant operational and financial impacts, especially if 

the utility is to serve as a backup source power supply. 

In pre\lou"ly filed comments. Rate Counsel has emphasized the need to assure that the 

costs and bencl'its arc f~llrly allocated between the users of distributed ,L':eneration and a utility's 

other customers. I f the 20 I 5 EMP Update includes consideration of microgrid technologies. it 

should provide for a careful examination or the costs and benefits. 

Rate Counsel notes that there is already an ongoing federal initiatIve to il1\estigate the 

feasibility ofnlllTogrid in New Jersey. The United States DepaJiment llf Energy is currently 

partnering with :\!J Tran~it and the BPU to de\l..:lop a design for an ad\ ancc microgrid system fiJI' 
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D. long-term financing for .'esiliency measures through the 
Resilience Bank 

The N lence (HERB"), which is nm\ 

Economic Authority (HEDA "), developed program rules 

funding, in Ilion \vill be made a\ ailable to support resilience water and 

wastewater Ireatml'nt plants. It is Rate Counsel's understanding that n,) incenti\ es been 

awarded as Rate Counsel also understands that a second round, to pnn ide 

resiliency projects at other lypes of I~teilities, IS anticipated. Rate Counscl supports 

utilizing the ERB money to the greatest extent possible because it reduces the additional amount 

ratepayers must pay for resiliency programs . 

. p tJSDOF Pre" RciL'a'ic dated Aug. 26,2013. <J\ailablc at: 
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August 24, 2015 

VIA ELECTRO~IC ,\lAIL 

Irene Kim Asbury, Esquire 
Secretary of the Board 
State of New Jersey 
Board of Public Utilities 
44 South Clinton A venue, 9th Floor 
P.O. Box 350 
Trenton, New Jcrsey 08625-0350 

Philip J. Passanante 

RE: Comments of Atlantic City Electric Company on Updates to 
20 I I Energy Master Plan 

Dear Secrctary Asbury: 

On behalf of Atlantic City Electric Company ("ACE" or the "Company"), please accept 
these comments in connection with the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities' (the "Board") 
request for input on the update to the 2011 Energy Master Plan ("EMP") currently underway. 
The Company appreciates the opportunity to participate in this initiative and values the open and 
constructive way in which the Board has solicited public input. Pleasc note that ACE, as a 
member of the New Jersey Utilities Association ("NJUA"), has already joined in comments that 
were filed by NJUA's President and Chief Executive OtIicer on August 13,2015. The 
suggestions and policy recommendations offered in this lettcr arc in additiol1 to the comments 
retlected in that document. 

As the Board reviews written comments and evaluates the input that \vas received at the 
EMP open public hearings on August II, August 13, and August 17, 2015, ACE respectfully 
requests that the Board consider the following: 



smart meters 

Smart Meters 

should 
exposing customers with lower energy demands to 
energy usc and reduce retail prices for all residents." 

A September 2014 study conducted by the Edison Foundation, Institute for Electric 
Innovation shows that New Jersey is thc only state in the nation with zero electric smart meters 
installed as or July 2014. Looking purely at investor owned utility deployment (and thus 
excluding deployment by municipal and co-op entities), New Jersey is one of only eight states 
with no electric smart meter deployment. New Jersey stands last while more than 50 million 
smart meters have been deployed nationwide. 

Smart meters and associated Advanced Metering Infrastructure (also referred to as AM I) 
offer a number of benefits to utility companies and their customers. These include: 

• the availability of interval usage data online and via a mobile application 
provides customers the ability to learn about usage (e.g., when and how much 
is being used) and empowers customers to conserve energy: 

• integration with outage management systems provides better situational 
avvareness and dispatch optimizations as well as distribution management 
systems to provide enhanced outage management and distribution system 
monitoring; 

• the transmittal of "Last Gasp" and "Power Up" messages from meter to the 
utility during outages and restoration activities, as well as thc ability to "ping" 
meters to help determine whether a customer has electric service. which 
allows for more efficient restoration of power outages during both major 
outage events and on blue sky days: 

• the f()Undational technology. which with more granular data, enables better 

integration of new resources. such as distributed generation. smart streetlight 

controls. electric vehicles. storage, and microgrids; 

• savings associated with reduced truck rolls. automated meter reading, reduced 
then of service. remote connect and disconnect of meters, and fewer estimated 
bills: 

• deployment of new customer services. such as automated budget assistance 
and bill management, energy usc notifications, and smart pricing and demand 
response: and 

• pricing programs to promote more efficient usc of grid controlled devices and 
energy efficiency, such as electric \ chicles and microgrids. 



these deployments, 
the resulting benefits. PH! 

regarding customer and operational 
these jurisdictions in support of the Board's c\aluation its smart metcr policy 

The ( strongly encourages strengthening of the Smart Metering languagc 
presently in EMP We recommend replacing the existing language regarding smart meters 
with "New Jersey should support the deployment of smart meters and associated cost recovery 
for utilities in order to encourage wiser energy usc and reduce retail prices for all residents." 

:Vlicrogrids 

While ACE agrees with NJUA's comments that "the EMP should provide, as current law 
requires, that utilities continue to own and operate this infrastructure." the Company also notes 
the importance of the utility to act as the sole organization to manage the microgrid, controlling 
both the generation and load being supplied by the microgrid. The balancing of load and 
generation is a significant challenge that requires continuous attention. [n order to gain 
economic and reliability efficiencies, integration of this generation into the overall grid design 
and operation should be continuously required not only during the limited times when a system 
event or load restriction require the operation of distributed generation. The utility has the 
modeling and f()recasting capabilities to enable integration of microgrid resources and perform 
the continuous load balancing necessary to maintain reliability. These capabilities also help the 
utility identify possible efficiencies available to the distribution system by evaluating system 
expansion needs, taking into consideration both load growth and location of distributed 
generation. This better allows the utility to determine the most cost effective fit to increase 
reliability for critical loads, support the macro-grid, and meet future load growth economically. 

ACE appreciates the opportunity to work with the Board and other interested parties to 
help shape an updated EMP that thoughtfully considers ever-evolving technological 
developments in utility operations and reflects the economic realities 1~leed by the utility 
community and its customers. We thank you for your consideration and arc available to share 
our input and experience. 

I ACE is a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings. Inc. ("'PHI"') \\hich is also the parent company of Potomac Electric Power 
Company operating in \1aryland and the District of Columbia and of DclmaryCl Power & Light Company operating 
in Maryland and Delaware. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aug 24, 2015 

Board of Public Utilities Secretary 
PO Box 44 S. Clinton Ave 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Secretary, 

Master Plan 

As a New Jersey resident, I'm writing to ask you to update the Energy Master Plan with much more focus and investment 
in clean energy and achieving greater energy efficiency, and less dependence on natural gas. 

Our state should not invest in building natural gas pipelines that are cutting through communities and some of our most 
sensitive ecological parts of our state, and that will be obsolete in 50 years. If we move towards energy efficiency 
measures and developing renewable energy sources, we can greatly reduce our reliance on energy from fossil fuels and 
protect land, water, and air at the same time! 

Sincerely, 

Nan Rushton 

Audubon, NJ08106-1434 
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From: 

August 15 

Irene Kim Asbury 
Secretary of the Board 
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities 

Irene, 

An issue that the BPU needs to address in the updated Master Plan is valuing the positive impact of 
clean energy on New Jersey electric utilities. A number of studies have been done that established 
the positive benefits of solar (see below/attached for a recent example). The studies normally focus 
on the regional or state-wide impacts. It has seemed to me for some time that It should be more 
focused to the needs ividual electric utilities. One way to have solar installed in the right places 
is to give the distribution company the ability to provide economic incentives that will drive solar 
development to the locations most needed by them. 

The process, in concept. is simple. Evaluate the network and identify areas that would benefit the 
most from installation of renewable energy, quantify the power needed. the economic benefit and 
then develop a program that shares that benefit with the solar installation company. This would give 
the utility company to place the needed amount of power at the right place and right time. 

If such a policy and process was adopted by the BPU electric utilities would benefit. solar companies 
would benefit. rate payers would benefit and. in addition. New Jersey jobs would be created. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Chris Connor 
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Source: Pace Energy and Climate Cente, Rabago Valuing Clean Enerrgy 2/18/15 



Subject: of 

Attachments: 

NJ BPU Secretary 

Attached are my ratepayer perspectives as a South Jersey Gas and Atlantic City Electric customer 
comments/recommendations to the NJ BPU 2015 Energy Master Plan Update. I apologize about the length (and typOS). 
but the plan really needed an in depth review and comment. I copied comments below in case the attachment doesn't 
come through. 

George Hay 
Somers Point 

Update of 2011 EMP 
Comments and Recommendations - NJ BPU 2015 

,.., :-''''"3 Point, NJ 08226 

Summary: The 2011 EMP needs major revISions because of major flawed 
assumptions and is a bad deal for the ratepayers. It has inappropriately been used to 
justify illegal actions including violation of Pinelands Act and NJ Greenhouse Gas 
legislation and risks future stranded assets and electric reliability with ratepayer 
dollars. A major flawed assumption is that if existing peaking fossil steam units in NJ 
are retired, that over 2000 MW of new gas fired generation are needed avoid $1.8 
billion of NJ electric grid upgrades (that appear to be happening anyway). This need 
likely has been addressed PJM recently announced $3.8 billion capacity auction which 
will likely extended the life of old peaking and encourage lower costs peaking and 
distributed options for reliability, instead of large combined cycles requiring major new 
pipelines and causing dramatic increases in NJ total levels of greenhouse gases. A 
moratorium should be placed on all rate payer funding for proposed NJ new gas 
pipelines, electric transmission lines related gas fired power plants (particularly BL 
England) until an objective independent integrated resource planning study is 
conducted. Study should be on reliability and electric resource needs in NJ, that 
considers distributed, efficiency and peaking resources as lower cost capacity 
resources to ratepayers then 2011 EMP advocates incorrectly. Restoring Clean Energy 
Funding, funding for efficiency/CHP, 2008 renewable portfolio 30% by 2021, funding 



n 
Commission 2009-2011). My house n Somers Point directly mpacted by rising sea 
levels on my high FEMA flood insurance I have an MBA and a Masters of Energy 
Resources. I am semi-retired after a career in electric & gas utility resource planning, 
analysis of resource options, management of clean energy RD&D programs, 
incubation of technology businesses and consulting/major DOE, EPRI and GRI clean 
energy planning workshops in CA, nationally and internationally. 
In the early 1990's prior to electric deregulation in CA, I worked for a major California 
utility on a 20 year "Clean Energy Plan" similar to the NJ 2011 EMP. A goal was 50% 

greenhouse gas reduction by replacing 20,000 MW fleet of old gas fired steam units 
similar to those being replaced in NJ. The plan was based on system integration 
economies of scope synergies between renewable energy, advanced gas turbines, 
energy storage and distribution resources. 
The costs of strategic planning mistakes are high in the electric industry. That clean 
energy plan was not implemented by the utility, and a decision made for a $26 billion 
stranded asset deregulation and settlement of past planning mistakes, and to let the 
market take care of planning. The cost of "getting the deregulation plan wrong" was 
the California electricity crisis and $100+billion range economic, ratepayer, taxpayer 
and stockholder impacts. The utility went bankrupt, as did major a gas company 
(ENRON) who bought some of the power plants and manipulated Ca strongly linked 
and dynamic "real time" electric and gas markets. 
General Comments & Recommendations: I reviewed the 2011 EMP, spoke at the 
Stockton hearing, and make more extensive comments below on major goals and sub
goals. 

1) The 2011 EMP appears seriously out of date, with mutipled-flawed technical, 
economic, environmental and market assumptions to could have major impacts 
increasing rate-payer bills and decreasing reliability of service. Major events, 
Federal policy changes, and technology and market changes have occurred 
since 2011 that need major revisions. 

2) The most glaring assumption flaw in EMP is claim of $1.8 billion transmission 
upgrades needed if existing fossil steam peaking plants are retired as EMP 
justification for close to 2000 MW of new gas fired combined cycles and 
associated new gas pipelines and power plants in NJ. The high capacity factors 
of new gas power plants will dramatically increase NJ annual levels of 
greenhouse gases even if older peaking plants are retired (which new incentives 
will make less likely). Impacts will be higher if life cycle impacts of "PA fracked 
gas" considered. 

a) First, lower cost energy efficiency and distributed NJ generation exist as 
alternatives to the $1.8 billion electric transmission upgrades which were not 
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nged given announcement of $3.8 II capacity payment 
II likely significantly extend the life of existing steam plants as 

peakers, that can use existing gas infrastructure that could adequate serve 
peaking plants. with onsite gas storage if needed (e.g., compressed gas or LNG 
storage). Thus the 2011 EMP justification of the nearly 2000 MW of new 
combined cycies in 3 projects (Hess Newark 625MW, Competitive Power 
Woodbridge 633MW, West Deptford 738MW, not inciuding possible others and 
new CHP) does not address electric reliability or any public need. BL England 
450 MW proposal was added after 2011 EMP. 

3 
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New Jersey Board of Public Utilities 
Energy Master Plan Update 

Silver Spring Networks Comments 

August 24, 2015 



comment on 

enables and customer benefits. 

Introduction 

Silver Spring Networks is a leader in smart grid networks and currently has networked more than 21.5 

million homes and businesses. Silver Spring's Smart Grid solution is an open, standards based platform 

that has been proven to drive benefits from Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and additional 

solutions such as Distribution Automation (DA), Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR), Demand 

Response (DR), Water and Gas AMI, and Streetlights over a single, unified network platform. Silver 

Spring also offers a data platform that is fully integrated with our network solution enabling advanced 

analytics solutions such as a Customer Energy Portal and Non-Technical Loss (NTL) detection. These 

solutions not only lead to operational savings, but additionally have been shown to improve reliability, 

increase customer satisfaction, provide options for customers to save energy and create new ways for 

the utility to engage with customers. Underpinning these benefits is Silver Spring's superior network 

performance, including high success rates for system availability and read rates that enable utilities to 

avoid costs and capture more benefits. Our performance allows for fewer manual reads, more 

successful remote switching, more effective outage detection, more timely and reliable voltage 

reporting (e.g., for CVR), more peak load reduction (e.g., for Demand Response) and other similar 

benefits. Additionally, a multi-application approach helps integrate existing organizational silos, and 

minimizes duplicative costs in network hardware, on-going maintenance, training, and back-office 

software and labor. Finally, as more endpoints are added to the mesh network, the network's 

performance and resilience improves. 

Our business model is based on integrating the broadest possible array of devices and applications into a 

common networking and data platform to maximize flexibility and value for our customers over time. To 

that end, Silver Spring offers the largest and broadest partner ecosystem in the industry with over 125 

partners, including all major US meter vendors commercially delivered in the field at scale. In addition to 

providing commercial leverage, this diversity is incredibly valuable in providing risk mitigation against 

supply or other delivery related issues. 

Lastly, Silver Spring is the only network provider that has several clients using a converged IPv6 network 

for multiple smart grid applications at scale. This ensures that utilities don't have to invest in 'science 

projects' risking delays and budget over runs. 

Proven Benefits 

SSN technology has enabled our customer base to realize benefits across a wide range of areas such as: 

• Operational Savings 

• Remote Service Switch 



Energy Master Plan Update 
Siiver Spring )/ 

~,-

• Enhancing Customer Options 

• Outage Management 

• Resiliency/Natural Disaster Response 

Enhanced Reliability 

Renewables Integration 

• Demand Response 

CVR or Volt/VAR Control 

Streetlights 

fl.elow are exampl_es ofLJtilitlE?_~ _'ij_lJg_havg~~Ii.ze_d ta_~l~J)f,~nefLt~Jbro~ the_deployment of Silver 

~.rjng's technology pla.!forr.D. 

9perational Savings:Automated, two-way meter reading significantly reduces manual and one-off 

reading. For example, due to excellent meter read performance, Pacific Gas & Electric is able to avoid 

over 60 million manual meter reads annually. Additionally, estimated manual reads were reduced from 

2.16% to below 0.1 %. In 2014 alone, PG&E performed 636K remote operation s saving millions of dollars 

through avoided truck rolls. A proven, reliable read rate performance across varying topologies and 

conditions is fundamental to ensure these operational savings. 

Operational Network Success .. 

Df>scriptio n 
P ~_; & L ".:.IS retl,\'orke,j "'!~:jit~ UliJr' : . I ! ~':IIl~;;.:' " '10 m e":· 

a:w t;oJs lness t!s lc.>c att- {"ugu~-t 2~-1 5 1 

• 
Ann",,1 benotl ls I Cptlrled' 

• 

Remote~f:'i.\t'ice Sw.itch: Remote Service Switches which are often included in an AMI deployment can 

offer a specific set of savings . The success of any remote switch service implementation depends on 

impeccable network performance to ensure conn ection and disconnection commands are executed 

quickly and successfully. In the example above, PG&E's avoided truck rolls alone led to an estimated 

$54M operational cost reduction in 2014; additional benefits from reduced Bad Debt, Consumption on 

Inactive Meters, and administrative work for back-billing, etc. all generated incremental savings. 

Additionally, PEPCO has remote connect and disconnect capability installed at 1.4M customers. As a 
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result, they have increased annual revenue recovery by $1-4 million by reducing past due amounts and 

annually avoids around 20k truck rolls for move-ins and move-outs resulting in 100 Tons of avoided 

vehicle-related C02 emissions, PEPeO also decreased the time to establish electricity service by 85%, 

~ pepco OpEx Savings with Remote 
Switching 
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Enhancing eust().!D_~~ _()PJLQ!l5_: AM I also allows utilities not only to reduce costs but also to offer their 

customers more options and enhance customer service , Sacramento Municipal Utilities District (SMUD) 

has been able to offer extended payment options, perform more same-day reconnections, and reduce 

the time needed to reconnect service to minutes as stated below, 
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Out'!~r"II1an~gern ~ n!: With broad deployment of AMI, utilities are able to detect outages (including 

nested outages) more rapidly and check meter status remotely in order to prevent unnecessary crew 

dispatches. This not only helps restore service more quickly, but also reduces field crew overtime costs . 

Commonwealth Edison estimated that it will see a 30% reduction in field labor as a result of AMI-based 

outage detection . 

AMI-based Outage 
Management 
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.R~sjliency/Natural DisasterRespon~e: AMI networks have proven especially useful during and in the 

aftermath of extreme weather events in reducing restoration time and storm mutual aid costs, which 

are infrequent, but expensive. During hurricane Irene, up to 25% of Pepco's customers were without 

power. Pepco restored service to 98% of customers in just over two days and received positive 

comments from customers, elected officials and regulators on restoration responses. AMI outage 

detection eliminated the need to dispatch crews to several hundred outage locations. Additionally, 

restorations were sped up through more efficient truck rolls. 

If' .... ... Faster Restoration: 
pcpco Hurricane Irene 

August 2011 
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Further, during superstorm Sandy & the Nor'Easter, 8 million people were left without power across 

New England. One million were unrestored a week later leading to a public outrage over delays in 

restoration. In contrast, PEPCO restored power to all DC customers within 48 hours. Additionally, BGE's 

AMI system enabled crews to more efficiently dispatch, allowing them to focus on areas of possible 

damage instead of going out to locations where power had already been restored. 
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After the Napa County earthquake, PG&E's Smart Grid infrastructure was credited for enabling crews to 

restore service to the vast majority within 24 hours, And in the aftermath of the Pineapple Express 

Rainstorm in 2014, crews vastly reduced the time needed to find the cause of a failure from hours to 

minutes, greatly improving outage response and crew restoration performance. 

Faster Restoration: Napa County Earthquake 
& "Pineapple Express" Rainstorm • 
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Electric Power are operating their 

as well. Commonwealth Edison has deployed about devices over 

to automate of faults and reroute power around them. 

a shared fashion 

Network 

These deployments saved millions of customer interruption minutes and have driven 

operational from avoided truck rolls. By utilizing a shared network for AMI and DA, SSN 

customers have saved considerable costs associated with network equipment, installation, maintenance 

and security 

Fault Detection and 
Management 

,nttiai Results' 

AEP Ohio implemented SSN's DA solution to support automated circuit reconfiguration across 70 circuits 

to automate fault detection and power rerouting. As a result, SAIFI has been improved by 14%, SAlOl by 

9% and an estimated $71 million of annual societal benefits were realized (based on value of service). 
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R~llg\i\l~a~bles Integration: Smart grid is an enabling technology to help better integrate renewables. For 

instance, a smart~grid enabled Demand Response solution can help utilities balance the supply and 

demand of power to ensure that when there is a dip in renewable generation, service is not impacted. 

Additionally, Distribution Automation devices such as networked voltage regulators, capacitor banks, 

and load tap changes can help utilities regulate voltage on circuits where PV intermittency can cause 

fluctuations. For monitoring and control of distributed systems, PV metering enables utilities to 

leverage the security and scalability of their existing network to measure renewable generation at 

revenue-grade. 

UKPN, a large distribution network operator in the UK, was limited in integrating more Distributed 

Generation (DG) without significant capital investment. UKPN trialed severa! smart devices including 

dynamic line ratings, active voltage managers, quadrature booster controls, 'frequent use' switches, and 

generation controllers to reduce connection costs and save time in obtaining connection approvals. 

SSN's flexible, interoperable network provided connectivity enabling DG through active grid 

management This resulted in 87% reduction in connection costs, an average of 29 weeks saved for 

connection approval and 17% incremental increase in acceptance rate of connections. 



[)~r1J(3D~(LB~:;Jlonse: Silver Spring platform supports several types of Demand Response programs, from 

time-differentiated pricing without in-home technology to HAN-based communication with devices like 

programmable communicating thermostats. For example, Baltimore Gas & Electric has deployed more 

than 1 million smart meters and had 387k dynamic pricing participants in 2014. As a result, in 2014, $28 

million in capacity costs were mitigated for all BG&E zone customers, $9 million revenue was generated 

from bidding dynamic pricing into PJM and $7 mililion of T&D investment was avoided due to reduced 

peak load. 

Additionally, PEPea has set up a voluntary peak reduction program using its AMI infrastructure. 38% of 

customers have participated, saving over 4 million kWh and generating $5 million in customers bill 

credits per summer. 



c:Vf\QL\,IOJtiVAR Control: CVR or Volt/VAR Control can be another key application in achieving energy 

savings as well as peak demand reductions. Silver Spring CVR solution can provide up to 10%-15% more 

savings than other AMI-based approaches due to superior read performance and near-real-time voltage 

exception reporting. 

Compared with DA-based approaches that use feeder meters on the primary (and don't measure the 

voltage drop on the secondary), we estimate that the Silver Spring-enabled approach generates 

approximately 25% more savings while leveraging the AMI investment to reduce equipment and 

installation costs. For example, American Electric Power (AEP) was able to reduce (and flatten) voltage 

from the substation to reduce excess power delivered to customers, while still meeting all regulations. 

Initial results were 2.9% Energy Savings and 2-3% Peak Demand Reduction. 

Another example, Dominion Virginia Power used AMI-based CVR to reduce energy consumption in a trial 

area by 2.7%, or $40 per customer over the course of a year. After evaluating mUltiple vendors, 

Dominion selected Silver Spring as its AMI partner in part due to the network's ability to support 

Dominion's CVR, which is the critical component of their Smart Grid business case. 



~r1'1_a~tStreelLights: Street lights are important assets that enhance the safety of residents, guide drivers 

and pedestrians, and promote economic activity after nightfall. However, they typically rely on old, 

inefficient technologies and so consume considerable energy, representing a large share of city budgets. 

They also require relatively frequent replacement. New technologies, such as LEDs and long-life 

photocells are helping reduce energy consumption and maintenance costs. Smart, networked, street 

lighting infrastructure further reduces energy costs and environmental impact, improves operations, 

and improves public safety. 

By networking streetlights, utilities reduce existing street light deployment and maintenance costs. By 

combining these new lighting products with advanced networking (the same networking used for AMI), 

utilities save on network planning, deployment, monitoring, maintenance, security testing, of the street 

light network. Street lights offer an additional benefit by helping strengthen the mesh network, which 

could help, for instance, with AMI performance and AMI outage/restoration notification. 

Conclusion 

We would again like to thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the EM P, the information 

provided above are examples of how deploying a single, unified network can enables a wide variety of 

benefits. Whether it is advanced metering, enabling more distributed energy reseources to be deployed 

on the grid, or by providing enhanced grid reliability, these investments provide real benefit to 

ratepayers, and can be realized in New Jersey as they have been across the US. 


